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Creating Wealth, Health, and Happiness

The Future of Water is Here

Try ALL of Sisel’s High Performance Products

The Potential to Create the Dream Life You so Richly Deserve

We hold ourselves to the highest possible 
standard of ingredient integrity. We will 

always give you the safest, most effective, 
non-toxic ingredients to keep your life and 

family safe, healthy, and happy.

To learn more, contact:

Learn more about our amazing business opportunity at www.sisel.net



Features and Benefits
• Stimulant-free, oxygenated water*

• Infused with Diatomic Hydrogen

• Supports cellular health*

• Helps address oxidative stress by  
   neutralizing free radicals*

• Support for increased cellular energy*

• Strong, rapid support for recovery 
after exercise*

  * These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
    This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Bring Your H2 Game 

SiselH2STIX is a potent fusion of life’s most powerful element and 
macro-nutrient. Harness the power of the sun with Diatomic Hydrogen 
and reap its health benefits.

So Simple Yet So Incredibly Powerful 

Hydrogen is the smallest of all the elements in the universe, yet 
it contains great power. Diatomically fusing two hydrogen atoms 
together figuratively releases some of the power of the sun. 
Imagine a similar kind of energy radiating throughout your body. 
Through a chemical reaction using water and our proprietary 
powdered SiselH2STIX, we create supercharged, Diatomic 
Hydrogen-infused, super oxygenated water.  

SiselH2STIX is:
• Great tasting
• Easy and convenient
• Fast acting 
• Packed with Vitamin C
• Enriched with Magnesium
• Great for pre and post workout



Hydrogen Infused Oxygenated Water  

A Powerful, Natural Antioxidant 
Hydrogen has the potential to permeate into many organs and cells 
throughout the body, allowing it to go places that many antioxidants 
may not be able to, including the blood brain barrier.

Diatomic Hydrogen atoms (H2) are positively (+) charged and seek to 
bind with free radicals, inhibiting their ability to wreak havoc with normal 
cellular function.

Cellular Health
In addition to its potentially incredible protective and defensive qualities, 
hydrogen water may support cellular hydration and enhance cellular efficiency. 

Cellular Energy
Hydrogen infused water is a great source of natural, stimulant-free energy 
by supporting more efficient cellular metabolism in the production of NAD+, 
in order to revitalize the conversion of energy from ATP. Hydrogen water is 
not an energy source but it may assist your body’s natural creation of more 
energy.

Recovery
Hydrogen water may dramatically help your workouts and recovery by 
supporting the body’s healthy inflammatory response. Hydrogen-infused 
water is oxygen rich and may assist the body’s natural energy production, 
removal of lactic acid buildup in muscles and other tissues, and help 
increase reaction time, mental clarity, and memory.

  * These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
    This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Potential Beneficial Effects of 
Diatomic Hydrogen in the Body
Being the smallest of molecules, hydrogen has amazing 
capabilities at a cellular level. Hydrogen-infused water offers 
unique, non-toxic support and may provide an H2 macronutrient 
that gives remarkable nutritional support to:

 • Assist with cell signaling*

 • Encourage the body’s healthy inflammatory response*

 • Help with a weight management program*

 • Encourage healthy cognitive and neurological functions*

 • Boost longevity and overall wellness*

 • Assist with healthy immune system function*

 • Help maintain a healthy heart*

 • Sustain a positive mood and an overall good feeling*

 • Promote stamina and endurance potential*

 • Sustain healthy organ function*

 • Promote strong bones and muscles*

 • Bolster superior athletic performance*
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